Ekas Breaks is the ideal base to use when discovering the kite spot Kaliantan Beach has an uncrowded lagoon to practice kiteboarding.

We're proud of having top of the range equipment.

WWW.KALIANTANKITESURF.COM
EKAS BREAKS, EKAS VILLAGE, LOMBOK, INDONESIA.
+62 811 390 6566
INFO@KALIANTANKITESURF.COM

**Organization**

(2 Hour Session)

- The lesson’s time schedule will depend of the wind and the tide
- Transfer to Kaliantan Beach (10 minutes from Ekas Breaks)
- Equipment preparation
- Enjoy your kiteboarding experience
- Equipment packaging and storing
- Return to Ekas Break

**What’s Included**

Transfer to the beach, English spoken instructor, kiteboard equipment, security equipment

**What to Bring**

Sun cream, swimwear, rash-guard (or tee-shirt), a towel and water
Kaliantan Kitesurf, located in the windiest part of the Island, is the first licensed Kite School in Lombok. We are IKO affiliated and have IKO certified instructors. The school offers kite courses, equipment rental and watching sessions.

Kaliantan beach is 1.2 km long and has the perfect orientation. Large reefs in the entrance of the Bay create an extensive lagoon where you can play for hours on end. The area has consistent winds and is set in a stunning and remote location. The south-east trade winds prevalent from May till the end of September, ranging 15 to 30 knots, guarantee a good session on almost any occasion.

BEGINNER COURSE (Full – 6 hours)
The package consists of three 2 hour classes. On the first day you will discover the equipment and learn how to control the kite. The second class will allow you to discover the power of the kite by body-dragging in the water. During the last class you will try your first water start with the board in one hand and the bar to control the kite in the other hand.

The goal of the beginner package is to make you safe and an autonomous rider. After this course most students are able to use the gear under the supervision of an instructor.

WATCHING SESSION (2-3 hours)
Are you able to manage your first water-start and the kite control but you still need training to ride upwind? We offer you to ride under the supervision of an IKO certificated instructor with specific exercises to quickly get you to the next level.

ADVANCED KITE LESSONS (2 hours)
This course is for people who are able to stay upwind and want to learn tricks to bring themselves to the next level. We'll teach you: basic jumps, smooth transitions, jumping transitions, basic rotations, and many other tricks.

RATES (Per Person)

KITEBOARDING COURSES & PACKAGES
FULL EQUIPMENT INCLUDED
6 HOURS PRIVATE BEGINNER PACKAGE 5,500,000 IDR
6 HOURS GROUP BEGINNER PACKAGE 3,500,000 IDR
(2 people, 1 teacher, 1 kite)
2 HOURS PRIVATE ADVANCED COURSE 2,000,000 IDR
The Beginner Package consists of a total of 6 hours focused on providing you the basis to become autonomous in the water and each focusing on: kite control, water control and free-riding. Includes full equipment.

EQUIPMENT RENTAL
2 HOURS FULL EQUIPMENT 1,000,000 IDR
2 HOURS KITE 700,000 IDR
2 HOURS BOARD 350,000 IDR
2 HOURS HARNESS 150,000 IDR
BEACH FEE 100,000 IDR
Transfer, pump, shade, fresh water rinse
The rental of equipment is subject to instructor approval and requires upwind capability.

WATCHING SESSION
2 HOURS SUPERVISION 1,400,000 IDR
Includes equipment rental

LEARN MORE AT
WWW.KALIANTANKITESURF.COM